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Presidential PersPeCtiVe

N
ow that we’re getting into the swing of 2012, it’s time for you to take 
assessment of your personal training and get yourself in shape. I’ll bet you think 
I’m talking about going on a diet? No, I’m talking about your brain — that’s 
right, that one piece of human capital that sits between your ears. At 66, I love to 

learn new things about my chosen profession. Technology is changing by the hour, and you 
can’t read enough to sort out the specific items for our industry. So make your New Year’s 
resolution now to cram in as much education as you can handle. A good rule of thumb is, 
when your ears start to smoke, you’re done!

Scammers, scammers everywhere — what are we going to do about them without going 
to jail? The ALOA staff is motivated 150% to go after these scoundrels and get them out of 
our industry. The ALOA logo is trademarked, and we will go after any company displaying 
our logo that is not an ALOA member. For those of you that subcontract your lock work 
to independent locksmiths, they do not have the right to use the ALOA logo unless they 
themselves are ALOA members. If our logo appears on your invoice and you have a fraud 
complaint filed against you with ALOA, you will lose your membership in ALOA.

Starting yesterday, any locksmith applying to become a member of ALOA who is not 
a U.S. citizen will be charged the appropriate application fee that allows us to conduct a 
background investigation into the country of origin. You will also need an existing ALOA 
member to sponsor you into the association. There is a list of other documents that you 
can produce instead of the background investigation if your country does not allow back-
ground investigations. 

It gives me great pleasure to announce that C.D. Lipscomb, CML, CAL, CPS, CIL, has 
volunteered to work with the staff as chapters director. C.D. can be reached at chapters@
aloa.org. Thank you, C.D.

Best regards,
Tom Demont, AHC, CAI, CFDI, CFL, CMIL, CML, ARL

“If our logo appears on 
your invoice and you have 
a fraud complaint filed 
against you with ALOA,  
you will lose your 
membership.”

New Year,  
New Changes
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ExEcutivE pErspEctivE

I
t’s still early in the year, but we’re already making some exciting changes 
for 2012 in an effort to continue improving how ALOA serves you, our members. 

For instance, we’ve recently named Henry J Lachausse IV, CRL, CPS, as assistant 
education manager. Lachausse will be working closely with Education Manager Jim 

Hancock, CML, CPS, and others in ALOA as we take the association’s training offerings 
to an even higher level. 

What’s more, we’re bringing on board C.D. Lipscomb, CAL, CIL, CML, CPS, as direc-
tor of chapters. This move will help improve communication among ALOA and its chap-
ters and affiliates, which in turn should have a positive impact on the scammer situation 
plaguing our industry. 

We receive complaints or grievances practically every day related to the unethical ac-
tivities of these scammers, and we’re determined to win the battle against these criminals. 
We’re in the process of modifying the ALOA membership application, and we’re tightening 
up our applicant screening process, all with the goal of minimizing the possibility of scam-
mers becoming members. For more information on the strides we’re taking in this battle, 
see our monthly Locksmith Task Force department, this month on page 40. 

And as yet another example of the positive changes taking place, we’re working closely 
with ALOA President Tom Demont AHC, CFL, CML, and the ALOA audit committee to 
cut our expenses in every way possible. These cost-cutting measures include streamlining 
the production process for Keynotes magazine and looking for other ways to trim expenses 
throughout the organization. 

While such cost-cutting measures may be difficult internally, they should have no nega-
tive affect on the way we serve you. In fact, we fully expect that by improving our organi-
zation’s fiscal health, we’ll be able to serve you even better. Thanks to all of you for your 
continued membership with ALOA — and be sure to look for your renewal packets, which 
were delivered in January. 

Mary A. May, 
Interim Executive Director

“We’re in the process 
of modifying the ALOA 
membership application, 
and we’re tightening 
up our applicant 
screening process.”

Getting Better 
All the Time
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What’s New Industry News, ALOA News, 
New Products and More

ALOA Chapter Hosting Training Event

ALOA Announces 
New Positions

The Minnesota Chapter of ALOA hosts 
The Learning Curve: Winter Education 
Weekend, Feb. 17-19, 2012, at the Best 
Western Kelly Inn in Plymouth, MN. 
Classes include OSHA Workplace Safety 
wPractices and Aluminum Storefront 
Door Servicing.

Instructors at the training event include 
David E. Thielen, CML, a professional lock-
smith for more than 25 years and an ALOA 
member since 1985.

For more information, contact Dana L. 
Lee, CML, CPS, PLT, at (612) 968-3257 or 
danaleecml@gmail.com.

The ALOA education department 
is pleased to announce the addition of 
Henry Joseph Lachausse IV (Joey) to 

the staff as our new assistant education man-
ager. A longtime member and supporter of 
ALOA, Lachausse brings 32 years of experience 

to the job as a technician and business owner.  
In other news, C.D. Lipscomb, CAL, CIL, 

CML, CPS, has been named director of 
chapters. The move is intended to help im-
prove communication among ALOA and 
its chapters and affiliates.

H.L. Flake’s trade show and 
100-year anniversary party is 

slated for April 19-21, 2012. For more 
information, visit www.hlflake.com.

Security Door Controls added 
Samantha Westby to its cus-

tomer service department. Westby 
provides phone support to custom-
ers and processes orders received 
by email, fax and phone. Visit  
www.sdcsecurity.com for more  
information.

The North Jersey Master 
Locksmith Association do-

nated $225 to the ALOA Scholarship 
Fund in memory of Henry (Hank) 
Printz, CML, a former ALOA and 
SAVTA president. For more informa-
tion, visit www.locksmithnj.com or 
www.njmla.org.

Lockmasters, Inc., added 
Michael Brislin to its govern-

ment and industrial department,  
and Frieda Ellis to its safe lock 
division.

C.R. Laurence (CRL) has 
launched crl-arch.com, an 

online source of valuable informa-
tion for architects, designers and 
specifiers on the company’s full 
range of architectural products.

NEWS BRIEFS

The Lighter Side of 
Locksmithing By Steve Wyman

From Tony Wiersielis, CPL: 
 � I arrive at a lockout one evening 

to find the customer waiting in the 
lobby of their apartment building. 
As we ride up the elevator she 
asks me, “Are you going to use 
your master key to let me in?”

 � I pull out my picks. The customer 
smiles and says, “Where can I get 
a set of those?”
Me: “If you had a set of picks, 
wouldn’t they be locked in your 
apartment right now?”
Customer: “Oh.”

 � I’m picking the lock, but it doesn’t 
open within 3 seconds. The cus-
tomer says, “It doesn’t take that 
long in the movies.”
Me: “Did you try calling an actor?”

Send us your funny conversation 
with a customer to editor@aloa.org, 
and we’ ll pay you $25 if we use it!

Customers Say the 
                       Things

What’s happening in your ALOA chap-
ter or affiliate? Keynotes wants to know 
about it. Contact editor@aloa.org to sub-
mit your chapter and affiliate news — and 
see yourself in print.
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PrOductsWhat’s New

Master Lock Company is of-
fering a three-month special 

promotion, from January 1, 2012 to 
March 31, 2012, featuring a free full-
counter display of Master Lock lock 
lubricant with PTFE (polytetrafluo-
roethylene). The display comes with 
24 Lock Lube pens that carry a retail 
value of $126.24. The offer is limited 
to one per customer to the first 2,500 
locksmiths. The self-dispensing 
display is free to locksmiths who 

purchase $500 or more of Mas-
ter Lock or Ameri-
can Lock security 
products in any 
combination from 
authorized distrib-

utors during the 
promotion.

BEA Intros Electric Strikes 
BEA’s new electric strikes for secure doors improve user control over granting 
access permissions, according to the company. The Rim Exit, No Cut and Uni-
versal Cylindrical strikes allow remote operation of the door’s locking latch.

Electric strikes replace the traditional fixed strike faceplate on a secure 
door. Depending on the application, electric strikes can be set to a fail locked 
or fail unlocked configuration, so that activating the strike will either unlock 
or lock the door.

The Rim Exit surface-mounted electric strike eliminates door frame cut-
ting and is compatible with most doors using major rim exit devices. The No 
Cut Cylindrical Strike fits into a standard ANSI door frame. BEA’s Univer-
sal Cylindrical Strike is an all-in-one kit that includes the three most com-
monly used modular face plates for hollow metal, aluminum and wooden 
door frame types.

For more information, visit www.beasensors.com.

Keedex Announces Wafer Reader
Keedex recently introduced the USB-WR Wafer Reader, a specialty digital camera with two 
interchangeable probes and an adjustable LED light. The device connects to a computer 
with a four-foot USB cable. The camera provide a large digital image of the lock face, key-
way and the ledge positions of the wafers inside a lock. The enlarged image makes reading 
the wafer tumblers much easier, according to the company. 

In addition, still and video images can be saved for comparison and future reference. Two 
different probes are included with the USB-WR to cover different focal points. The probe 
allows users to push down on wafers in front so they can view the wafer in behind. As the 
probe is pulled forward, the user can click the camera for still shots. For more information, 
visit www.keedex.com.

Olympus Intros Cylinder Kit
Olympus Lock, Inc. recently announced the Olympus T54C T-Knob Cylinder Re-

placement Kit for CompX/National T-Knob 
models C8154 and C8155. It replaces fail-
ing cylinders in the field without having 
to replace the entire handle. The T54C 
cylinder is made from solid brass for 
increased durability and finished in 
US26D.

The T54C can be keyed to match 
existing 4-pin or 5-pin sys-

tems. The cylinder kit 
ships uncombinated with 

two ringed 4-pin key 
blanks; 5-pin blanks 
are available separate-

ly. For more informa-
tion, visit www.olympus-
lock.com.

PRODUCT BRIEFS

BEA’s electric strikes are designed to promote even load 
distribution in the event of a forced entry.

The T54C can be keyed to match other existing T-knob 
locks, CompX/National pin-tumbler T-bolt locks or Olym-
pus Lock’s rekeyable T37 T-bolt locks.
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new applicants What’s NewAs of December 14, 2011

California

Laguna Niguel
Meir Hashalom 

florida

Apopka
Antony C. Alford 
Sponsor: Jason Gage, RL
Naples
Pete Caceres 
Sponsor: William C. Boughman, CPS, 
CRL
Robert Pontes 
Sponsor: William C. Boughman, CPS, 
CRL
Billy Sears 
Sponsor: William C. Boughman, CPS, 
CRL
Vero Beach
Chad Craft
Sponsor: Sherman Wilder, CRL

GeorGia

Savannah
George Hayes 

louisiana

Baton Rouge
Stacy Poor 
Patterson
Cody J. Blanco 

MassaChusetts

Granby
Chad Gagnon 
Sponsor: Donald C. Saltmarsh, CRL
Jamaica Plain
Malcolm Gale 
Sponsor: Thomas R. Demont, CML, 
AHC

MiChiGan

Southfield
William Trout
Sponsor: John K. Hubel, CRL

Missouri

Lees Summit
Robert G. Turner 
Sponsor: Gregory P. Fasse, CRL

Attention, ALOA members: Help us eliminate the ongoing in-
dustry problem of scammers by screening the new applicants 
listed on these pages. If you have questions or  concerns 
about any of the applicants, please contact Mary May, mem-
ber services manager, at (214) 819-9733, ext., 220, or e-mail 
mary@aloa.org.

We Need Your Help

Your Online Education

Your Business. Your Industry.  
Your Association. Your Future.

You Hold the Keys.

ALOA — in conjunction with STAM 
Multimedia, SecurityCEU and IFDIA — offers 
Web-Based Training (WBT) courses on the 
latest security technology, with member-only 
discounts that include: 

•  Around-the-clock access for learning 
at your own pace, in your own time

•  Comprehensive and complete lessons 
with interactive audio/visual training 

• Downloadable course notes 
•  ALOA PRP re-certification  

program points

For more information about legislative 
representation and other ALOA 

membership benefits, contact 
membership@aloa.org or 
(800) 532-2562.

north Carolina

Harrisburg
Robert Brooks 

new Jersey

South Amboy
Glenn Hennings CRL,CFL
Sponsor: Thomas R. Demont, CML, 
AHC

nevada

Henderson
Ralph B. Cox 
Las Vegas
David I. Ostrovsky 
Sponsor: John P. Little, RL
Reno
Nicholas P. Flanders 
Gregory Laibson 

new york

Far Rockaway
Carl Roberts 

ohio

Cincinnati
Jim J. Cronin, RL
Sponsor: Gary E. Johnson 
Cleveland
Daniel Terrigno CML
Sponsor: John H. Kristoff
Plain City
Ben R. Ogg 
Sponsor: Timothy J. Moore, CRL

south Carolina

Charleston
Joaquin A. Molina 
Sponsor: Jeffrey J. Waite, RL

texas

El Paso
Mauricio A. Saucedo 
Sponsor: David E. Saucedo, RL

Flint
Clay D. Collins AFL
Sponsor: James L. Hancock, CML, 
CPS
San Antonio
Ben J. DeSoto 

virGinia

Arlington
Christopher M. Rentz 
Sponsor: Michael B. Groves, RL
Chantilly
Abdul Rahmani 
Sponsor: Robert Barton, RL
Woodbridge
Brandt A. Grau 
Sponsor: Michael B. Groves, RL
Brian Padgett 
Sponsor: Michael B. Groves, RL

washinGton

Sunnyside
Glenn Officer 

Canada

Ontario - New Market
Jason Belanger, CRL, CPS

honG konG

Kowloon
Tim Shing Lee 
Sponsor: Ying Wai Sin, RL

These applicants are scheduled for 
clearance as members of ALOA. The 
names are published for member 
review and for comment within 30 
days of this Keynotes issue date, 
respectively, to ensure applicants 
meet the standards of ALOA’s Code 
of Ethics. Protests, if any, must be 
addressed to the ALOA membership 
department, signed and submitted 
via e-mail to membership@aloa.org 
or via fax to 214-819-9736.
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CALENDARWhat’s New

FEBRUARY 2012

Feb. 4-5
ACE: Your Bottom Line & Lock Shop 
Management 101
Alabama Locksmiths Association

Birmingham, Alabama
Barbara McGowin, (205) 338-1150
locksmithala@gmail.com

Feb. 6-11
ACE: Six-Day Basic Locksmithing 
Course
ALOA Training Center

Dallas, Texas
ALOA Education, (800) 532-2562, ext. 101
education@aloa.org

Feb. 8-10
IML Expo
Expo: Friday, February 10th 
Chaparral Suites Resort, Phoenix, Arizona 
www.imlss.com

Feb. 9
PRP
Intermountain Lock & Security Supply 
Phoenix, Arizona 

Heather Donohue, 801-486-0079 ext 1302 
heather.donohue@imlss.com

Feb. 17-18
ACE: Winter Education Weekend
MN Chapter of ALOA
Plymouth, MN

Dana Lee, CML, CPS
danaleecml@gmail.com

Feb. 25
NC Locksmith’s Association Regional Secu-
rity Trade Show 
Charlotte, NC
Jackie Bright, CRL, NCLA trade show director, 
(910) 237-0070 
nclashow@msn.com  
www.ncla.us 

MARCH 2012

Mar. 1-4
Hans Johnsen Trade Show
Hans Johnsen Company
Dallas, TX
Edward Ibarra, (214) 879-1550 ext. 114
EdwIbarra@hjc.com

Mar. 4
PRP
Hans Johnsen Company 
Dallas, Texas 

Edward Ibarra, (214) 879-1550 ext. 114
EdwIbarra@hjc.com

Mar. 7-9
ACE: Kaba Mas X-09 Install/Opera-
tion, S&G 2740, & Safe Deposit Lock 
Service

ALOA Training Center
Dallas, Texas
ALOA Education, (800) 532-2562, ext. 101
education@aloa.org

PRP

PRP

For a complete calendar of events,  
visit www.aloa.org.

Learning Is Easier and  
More Convenient Than Ever!
ALOA Offers Year-Round Classes  
at Our Dallas Headquarters. 

For more information, call (800) 532-2562, ext. 101; email education@aloa.org; or visit www.aloa.org/education.

FEBRUARY CLASS

6-11 Fundamentals of Locksmithing

Get the latest in industry training at your 
convenience. The ALOA Training Center offers 
year-round classes in “learning tracks” such 
as Automotive, Door Servicing and Safe Work. 

You’ll be taught by ACE certified instructors, 
and you’ll earn ALOA Education Units and 
Continuing Education Units.
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institutionalSpotlight

A Whole 
New World
A commercial locksmith makes the move into 
the institutional world. 
Tyler J. Thomas, CL, CRL

S
even months ago, I became an institutional locksmith. For the previ-
ous 3½ years, I had worked as a storefront locksmith, or exclusively for residential 
and commercial clientele.

At the time, to me, an institutional locksmith was simply a locksmith that had 
the wonderful opportunity of servicing the same facility every day. No more driving, park-

ing and finding customers — a real pain in 
the city! There were a few reasons for my 
switch but after my interview, I realized that 
it would be a great addition to my resume, 
repertoire and experience level. 

I also realized that it would be very try-
ing and demanding — but if locksmithing 
weren’t full of challenges, would most of us 
even bother?

The New Job 
I was unfortunate enough to take on a job 
for a facility that hadn’t experienced key 
control in more than 30 years. With the 
exception of a few hundred Kaba Peaks or 
Best Coremax cores out of the 7,000-plus 
doors at the facility, there was no patent 
protection on the “master key systems” in 
place. There definitely wasn’t a method to 
the madness. No records, aside from an in-
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complete bitting list, and definitely no key 
control policy to be found. I had to find a 
way to not only regain key control, but to do 
so with the typical obstacles an institutional 
locksmith faces.

I found out, as most of you know, that 
theory and application can be wildly dif-
ferent. A key control policy seems simple 
enough on paper: You create a policy and 
the applicable forms, and the staff should 
follow; all is well. In reality, that’s not the 
case, and I had to find that out the hard way. 

Unfortunately, most employees and even 
some managers/supervisors don’t value key 
control until it’s been compromised at the 
expense of the facility or, even worse, a hu-
man being. Not to worry, I had experience as 
a salesman. I laid out the cons of such a lack 
of security and presented the case for com-
mon sense. The response was underwhelm-
ing to say the least, I suspect because of the 
projected cost I included. Lesson learned.

A key control policy at best is a theory 
based on absolute certainty and control. A 
key control policy at its worst is a failed ap-
plication of that theory. I say “failed applica-
tion” because I don’t recognize an absence of 
a key control policy as key control whatso-
ever. I’ve found that the institutional ’smiths 
that got it right have nearly transcended 
this practice into perfection of said theory; 
an excellent inspiration deserving praise. 

I learned again, very quickly might I add, 
that there is only so much that theory can 
prepare you for. You’d better be willing 
to learn and adjust, or your quest for key 
control will be nothing more than a futile 
attempt at the aforementioned perfection. 

Red Tape
Then there were the politics behind it, or 
bureaucracy as I was told on the Clearstar 
forums. I found that it was not all that bad, 
more so just the ebb and flow of the job. 
There existed a certain hierarchy, a certain 
methodology and an order to perform my 
job competently; I had to work with this. 

This was perhaps the biggest change in my 
transition because at times it can seem, well, 
backwards. 

Remember, an institutional locksmith 
doesn’t have the luxury of working for a 
locksmith-oriented company; we are merely 
just one piece in a larger puzzle. I learned 
quickly that it’s best just to follow the flow 
on most things and only go against the 
flow of things that you absolutely cannot 
compromise on. For me, it was key control.

I didn’t mind doing extra work for other 
departments. I didn’t mind staying after for 
emergencies. And I definitely didn’t mind 
giving solutions to life safety or security is-
sues that my supervisors asked for, or as I 
called it, “my time to shine.” I wanted to be 
thought of as reliable, honest and knowl-
edgeable. You know, a locksmith.

I also learned what budgets were and 
how they impacted my job. As a storefront 
locksmith, I helped with bids on jobs or proj-
ects. If customers didn’t like the price, they 
would hire another locksmith instead. As 
an institutional locksmith, I learned that the 
job had to be done, whether or not supervi-
sors approved of the price we were quoted. 

Yes, every locksmith makes a conscious-
ness decision to save money; a lower price 
for the locksmith, after all, translates into a 
lower cost for the customer and thus a better 
opportunity for a potential job. However, if 

the solution you had in mind doesn’t match 
that of your immediate supervisors, it’s back 
to the drawing board until you’re painting 
the masterpiece they’re envisioning.

More On-the-Job Discoveries
Placing orders using purchase orders took 
on a brand new meaning. My previous boss 
used to tell me, “Just use my name as the 
PO,” and that was that. Whatever I needed 
was ordered and the job was completed. 
Man-oh-man, do I miss that luxury. Now 
it’s quite the process. 

I must obtain a quote from a distribu-
tor, transfer that to my supervisor for his 
approval, then to his supervisor for his ap-
proval, and then to the purchasing depart-
ment for a purchase order, and then back to 
me to send the distributor the PO. You can 
see the potential for disruption if a part of 
the chain isn’t as prudent as you’d like to 
be. But this is reality. Maybe your process 
is different (hopefully for the better), but if 
not, you can share my pain. 

I learned that an institutional locksmith 
often has to think far in advance for his/
her need for inventory. One box left of key 
blanks was no longer as comforting as it 
was a year ago.

Inventory was another thing. I learned 
to be frugal but not crazy. As a commercial 
locksmith, I wouldn’t hesitate to recom-
mend new hardware as it was needed. As 
an institutional locksmith, I had to make 
it work even if I didn’t have a replacement 
part or the replacement part wouldn’t be in 
for quite some time (i.e., on order). 

I won’t say I didn’t throw anything away, 
because there are definitely parts that are 
not reusable. A mortise lock’s latch that has 
been worn into a totally different shape is not 
worth saving, for example. But I did learn 
to recognize parts that might still have life 
in them, and I held on to them just in case. 
On a side note, I’ve found this new approach 
encroaching into my personal life, much to 
the dismay of my fiancé.

“A key control policy  
seems simple enough on 

paper: You create a policy 
and the applicable forms, 

and the staff should  
follow; all is well. In 
reality, that’s not the 

case, and I had to find 
that out the hard way.”
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Taking Control
With these obstacles in mind, I sought to 
develop key control at the facility. That meant 
an actual key control policy, actual key and 
rekey request forms, cooperation with HR 
and security, and then finding a way to de-
ploy this in a way that wouldn’t break my 
department’s budget. 

Oh, and I had to construct a massive 
master key system for a 1.8-million square 
foot, 7,000-plus door facility with 10 satellite 
buildings scattered across metro Atlanta. A 
special thanks to Jerome Andrews, Billy B. 
Edwards Jr., and Don O’Shall for their of-
ferings on the subject. 

Seven months after my first day, I am 
proud to say that the only thing left to do is 
begin installing the cylinders, which we an-
ticipate will occur at the first of year. That’s 
going to take awhile, and more headaches 
are sure to show themselves, but they say 

Rome wasn’t built in a day, so I’ll continue 
taking things one day at a time.

And if I could talk to myself seven months 
ago or to any prospective locksmith in-
terested in institutional work, I would say 
this: There will be pros and cons as an in-
stitutional locksmith, just as there were as a 
storefront or mobile locksmith. At the end 
of the day, however, no matter where you 

go to work, no matter who you go to work 
for, you are a locksmith. 

A locksmith takes knowledge, trust, and 
professionalism, and transforms it for the 
customer, or employer, into a tangible solu-
tion with life safety and security in mind, 
despite any obstacles he/she may face. Em-
brace these opportunities and fortunes be-
cause they will ultimately make you a better 
locksmith. Don’t be afraid of relearning what 
you thought you knew or learning what you 
never expected. And have fun, because that’s 
what this profession is all about. 

Tyler J. Thomas, CL, CRL, is 
an institutional locksmith in 
Atlanta, GA. He is a proud 
member of ALOA, Clearstar 
Security Network, and the 
ILA.

“An institutional  
locksmith doesn’t have 
the luxury of working 

for a locksmith-oriented 
company; we are 

merely just one piece 
in a larger puzzle.”
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Basic 
Electricity for 
Locksmiths
Learning the fundamentals of power will help 
your journey into electronic access control. 
By Greg Perry, CML, CPS

E
lectricity runs our world; most of us would not know how to live with-
out it. Everything from the lights in your house or office to the power tools you 
use, even the ignition in your vehicle, requires electricity to provide the spark. 

We all understand it exists, but how much do you really understand about elec-
tricity? Do you know the difference between AC and DC, or how to figure out how many 
amps are in 1500 watts? Ever wonder why a 9-volt battery will tickle your tongue but not 
your palm? Do you know how to work safely around electricity? There are lots of questions. 
Over the next few months, I’ll look at the answers and tailor the information to how it re-

lates to everyday life for locksmiths both on 
and off the job.  

Before starting any type of work you need 
to understand how to work safely. Electricity 
is no different than any other form of energy. 
It can be extremely dangerous, but properly 
controlled, it is very useful. 

Books have been written about electrical 
safety. This article will briefly suggest the 
most common form of safety. Before expos-
ing yourself to an electrical source above 50 
volts, unplug it or turn it off at the circuit 
breaker, and lock it out with a padlock or a 
commercially available lockout kit — and 
don’t forget to add a tag with your name on 
the lockout lock. 

Important Concepts
Before we can discuss much, we need to 
define some terms and provide some analo-
gies. Electricity is the movement of electrons 
through a conductor. Generally the con-
ductor is a metal wire, most often made of 
copper, but it can be tap water, our body or 
many other substances.

Electricity cannot be seen, smelled, or 
even felt — at least not until it starts to flow 
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through your body. Since this can be a very 
complicated subject, we’ll keep the terms 
simplified. Some people find the analogy 
of water in a pipe is helpful, but it’s not a 
perfect analogy — for instance, you can see 
and feel water. 

There are a couple of big differences for us 
to be concerned with. First, water is pushed 
by a pump or pulled by gravity and only re-
quires a one-way trip. Electricity requires a 
round trip for the electrons to flow. Open a 
water valve and it flows. Electricity doesn’t 
flow until there is a round trip path, i.e., 
something is plugged into the outlet or con-
nected to the battery. The second important 
difference is that water is controlled by a valve 
to limit the amount flowing; electricity only 
takes or uses what it needs to light the bulb, 
spin a motor or perform some other work. 

The first term and perhaps most com-
mon term used is voltage, or volts for short, 
sometimes referred to as electromotive force. 
The abbreviations for voltage are “V” and 
“E” depending on preference. Voltage is the 
pressure used to push the electrons through 
the conductor; in water it is analogous to 
water pressure, measured in PSI, or pounds 
per square inch. 

Ampere, or amp, is the quantity or amount 
of electrons flowing; in water, think gallons 
or the amount of water. Ampere is also called 
current, and it is abbreviated “A” or “I.” At 
least one reference I found suggested “I” 
might be for intensity. 

Wattage, or watts, is the combination 
of the two; it also sometimes called pow-
er. Wattage might best be thought of as 
work. Volts multiplied by amps equals watts. 
Again, there are two choices for abbrevia-
tions, “W” or “P.” If the voltage goes up, 
the amperage can go down to do the same 
amount of work. Using our water analogy, 
if you double the pressure, the pipe size 
could be cut in half and still fill a drum in 
the same time. 

The last important term to know is resis-
tance, or friction. It is the opposition to the 

flow of electricity. Resistance is measured in 
Ohms, abbreviated “R,” and is represented 
with the Omega symbol from the Greek al-
phabet, Ω. Resistance varies between mate-
rials. As an analogy, walking through water 
is more difficult than walking through air 
because of resistance. 

Tying It Together
Now that we have some terms, let’s look 
at how the four terms relate to each other. 
Ohm’s law states E=IR. As an example, a 
system operating at 12 volts will have .5 
amps of current at 24 ohms of resistance. 
Drop the resistance to 12 ohms, and cur-
rent will increase to 1 amp. 

Watt’s law adds power to this equation; it 
is written as P = EI. An easy way to remem-
ber the equations is PEIR. Broken apart P = 
EI or E = IR. Ohm’s law is used by electrical 
engineers to design electrical equipment; it 
can also be used for troubleshooting. 

When a device lists the amperage used 
at a given voltage, or a table lists a wire 
size to use for a certain distance, Ohm’s 
law was used to calculate it. Watt’s law for-
mula might be more used by us in day-to-
day life. Frequently, equipment (especially 
heating equipment) lists the wattage on the 
label or box. 

Any guess on how many amps are needed 
to operate the 1500-watt hair dryer? Before 
we can calculate, we also need the voltage. 
In the U.S., it is 120 volts 1500 = 120 times 
12.5, or 12.5 amps of current. The outlet in 
your bathroom might be connected to a 
15- or 20-amp circuit breaker or fuse. Plug-
ging two hair dryers into the same outlet 

or circuit will probably cause the breaker 
or fuse to blow, since two dryers together 
will pull 25 amps. 

Watts, or technically kilowatts (kilo 
means 1000), are how the electric com-
pany bills us. You will notice on your bill 
the charges are based on kWh, or kilowatt 
hours. A 100-watt light bulb left on for 10 
hours, or 10 bulbs for one hour, is one kilo-
watt hour (100 x 10 = 1000 or 1 kilowatt 
hour). The actual dollar amount billed will 
vary depending on your rate and the tier or 
level of usage and the extra charges. 

AC/DC
We have two basic forms of electricity: AC, 
or alternating current, and DC, or direct cur-
rent. They are essentially the same energy; 
AC cycles in the form of a sine wave, and 
DC is a steady push of power. The number of 
times AC cycles in a second is called hertz. 
In the U.S., we have 60-cycle power; other 
countries use 50-cycle. 

A brief and simplified history lesson: 
When electricity was first being used as a 
form of energy, Thomas Edison was push-
ing for DC as the standard, but it was hard 
to send over long distances compared to 
AC, which could easily be stepped up or in-
creased in voltage at the generating station 
and then dropped back down where it was 
needed. Nikola Tesla worked for Edison for 
about a year before they parted ways, par-
tially because Tesla thought AC was a better 
way to supply electricity. He went to work 
for Westinghouse, and with their backing, 
AC became the standard. 

AC does have its drawbacks, though. Be-
cause it is constantly changing, it’s not as 
clean as DC. Most lighting, motors, heating 
and some other equipment doesn’t mind the 
cycling of AC. Computers, LED lighting, 
recharging batteries and almost anything 
with a plug-in power supply requires DC 
voltage to operate. 

It’s easy and relatively inexpensive to 
change AC to DC, but changing DC to AC 

“Electricity cannot be seen, 
smelled, or even felt —  

at least not until it  
starts to flow through 

your body.”
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Basic Electricity for Locksmiths

is much more involved. Changing AC to 
DC involves a couple of inexpensive parts 
called a bridge rectifier and a filter capacitor, 
both of which we’ll look at in a later article. 

If you want cleaner power, add a few more 
parts and a battery, and the power is clean. 
The cleaner you want the DC to be, the more 
expensive the power supply will be. However, 
it’s still inexpensive compared to purchasing 
a high-quality inverter that converts DC to 
AC. Most of you are aware of the cost of an 
inverter when you purchased one for your 
service truck. A good quality inverter might 
start around $500. Because DC is normally on 
at full voltage or off, recreating that smooth 
wave is very costly. Some less-expensive in-
verters will create a modified sine or square 
wave where they step it up and down, but this 
is not a true sine wave power. 

The vast majority of electricity in the U.S. 
is created with AC generators. The basic 

concept is to either spin a magnet inside a 
coil of wire or a coil of wire is spun inside 
an electro-magnetic to create the electric-
ity. The power to turn the generator varies 
from wind, water (like behind a dam or in 
a river), or water that’s heated to turn into 
steam and drive the turbine shaft of the 
generator. DC voltage can be generated by 
turning AC into DC, as mentioned earlier, 

or it is produced through a chemical reaction 
like in a battery, or with photovoltaic cells. 

Now that we know a little about some elec-
trical terms and the difference between AC 
and DC, we’ll look ahead to the next article 
in this series, where I’ll start adding some 
components to our knowledge base — things 
like diodes, resisters, outlets, switches and 
metal oxide varistors. 

Greg Perry is a Certified 
Master Locksmith and 
Certified Professional 
Safe Technician, working 
in all phases of locksmith-
ing. He has taught various 
locksmith topics for 10 
years. He currently works 
in the public sector as a 
locksmith. He has worked 
in the hardware industry 

since 1975 in wholesale, retail and institutional 
settings. He has written extensively for locksmith 
magazines and is a three-time Keynotes Author 
of the Year. Any opinions expressed by Greg in his 
articles are his alone and do not reflect any official 
government position.

“Voltage is the pressure 
used to push the electrons 

through the conductor; 
in water it is analogous 

to water pressure, 
measured in PSI, or 

pounds per square inch.”



A L E R T:
S E E I N G  R E D !

Each year advertisers lose millions of 
dollars to “bogus” yellow pages billing 
schemes.  Authorities estimate that one 
out of 50 of these “bogus” bills gets paid.

Often using the famous (but never 
trademarked) “walking fingers” logo, the 
bogus yellow pages bills may appear to 
be an invoice for advertising in your local 
telephone company’s official directory. 

But take a closer look… most of these 
“invoices” are in fact solicitations for 
advertising in alternative directories.  
These alternative directories are often 
hybrids in scope and have limited 
distribution – if they are published at all.  If 
not read carefully, these “Directory Listing 
Forms” could confuse the consumer into 
paying for advertising they really don’t 
want or need.

BVK Direct is working to help protect our 
clients. This flyer illustrates tips on how to identify a Bogus 
Yellow Pages Invoice and what to do if you suspect you have 
received one.  

If you have questions or need additional information, contact 
your BVK Direct representative listed on the lower right hand 
side of this document.  You may also fax us a copy of any “listing 
authorization form or invoice” you receive in the mail and BVK 
Direct will help identify the source for you.  

What do you do when you suspect you have received a 
“Bogus” order form for Yellow Pages advertising?

1  Inspect the mailing carefully to determine the publisher’s 
name on the bill or order form. If it’s not someone you 
usually purchase advertising from, it’s probably not a genuine 
solicitation.

2  Remember, BVK Direct is your national Yellow Pages agency 
and certified marketing representative. All communications 
regarding Yellow Pages advertising in all directories will be sent 
to you by your BVK Direct account manager on our company 
letterhead or computerized order forms, or via email.

3  Take a good, long look at your bill 
before you pay it.  Again, if you are unsure, 
fax a copy of the bill first to your BVK Direct 
account manager.  

4  Remember, the “walking fingers” 
logo was never trademarked by any of the 
original bell telephone companies, or any 
other “official utility telephone company”. 
That means anyone can use this logo, and 
they do! This is misleading to customers. 

5  The bogus solicitation often refers to 
a “statewide”, “internet”, or “interactive 
”Yellow Pages directory.  Often, there is 
no customer service telephone number 
or address printed on the form for easy 
reference.  You might see a phrase that says, 
“This Is Not A Bill”. 

6  If you have already signed an order 
form and returned payment, it is probably 
too late to get your order canceled.  But do 

not send any more renewals and notify the company in writing 
to remove your name from their mailing lists. Also, beware of 
“Discount Incentive” check scams that require you to commit 
to an advertising program in order to receive any money. These 
scams are usually sent as checks for a very small amount.  
However, cashing it is considered as approval for the contract. 
If you have any questions or would like more information, 
please call your local BVK Direct representative listed below.

Bogus Yellow Pages bills bearing this symbol cost advertisers millions 
each year. For free information on how to avoid paying deceptive bills, 
call your BVK Direct Account Manager toll free.

Crystal Smith
6830 Davidson St. #115
The Colony, TX 75056
972.820.9245
877.329.3467
crystals@bvk.com



STEPBYSTEP:DRILLINGSFICs

Phil Domenici describes two  
methods for drilling small  

format interchangeable cores.
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nterchangeable cores come in a variety of formats, but 
the small format (SFIC) is the most abundant, especially 
with large retail stores. Learning how to drill these when  
approached with a lockout or a lost control key is essential. 
This article looks at two methods — the first is the more 
popular and faster option, while the second provides the 
ability to create a control key after removing the core.

method 1:  
Drill and Remove
The first and most important step is planning 
your drill point. I prefer using an automatic 
center punch (see Figure 1) to not only make 
my mark, but also to create a nice crater to 
guide the tip of the drill bit.

Figure 2 shows the mark that was made, 
centered below the “E” and “S” from the 
BEST stamp. This mark is not arbitrarily 
chosen; it’s centered horizontally to attack 
the pins, and its vertical position will attack 
the control sheer line.

The core is ready to be drilled. However 

there’s one piece of information that needs 
to be collected: the length of the core. SFIC 
will either come as 6-pin or 7-pin. The easi-
est way to count the pins is to grab a change 
or master key and simply count the cuts. 
If a key is unavailable, then directly count 
the pins by either scoping the core or using 
a hook pick. This information is important 
so that the back of the core is not drilled, 
or a seventh chamber isn’t left undrilled.

It’s time to drill. Chuck the ⅛" drill bit 
and begin slowly at the mark, keeping the 
drill level and straight. After drilling the 
face, the bit will begin to drill the pins. At 
this point it will become very apparent after 
each chamber is penetrated. This is a good 
way to keep track of the distance the bit has 
traveled. Another technique is to keep a core 

Figure 1. An automatic center punch 
can mark the drilling point and create 
a crater to guide the tip of the drill bit.

Figure 2. The drill point — centered below the “E” and “S” in the “BEST” stamp — is centered 
horizontally to attack the pins.
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(not in a housing) handy to use as a ruler. 
After drilling a significant distance (4-6 
chambers), put a piece of electrical tape on 
the bit right at the face of the core (Figure 3). 
Pull the bit out and gauge the length with 
the sample core (Figure 4).

After all six or seven chambers have been 
drilled, stick a flat-head screwdriver into 
the keyway, and force the plug to rotate. 
If drilled properly, the amount of force 
should be minimal. If the plug does not 
rotate, first try scraping out any debris or 
broken pins with a hook pick and try to 
rotate again. If you again have no success, 
re-drill the same hole using a larger bit (5�32" 

is recommended). 
Typically if a larger bit is needed, it’s due 

to the drill point being a smidge too high. 
When drilling an existing hole, the slightly 
larger bit will want to plunge through the 
hole rather fast. Maintain control on the 
drill, and do not let the bit get away. A bro-
ken bit is almost inevitable with poor con-
trol. Repeat using a screwdriver to turn the 
plug after the larger hole has been drilled, 
and continue to scrape any debris out of the 
cylinder. Continue this process until success 
[7�32" should be the maximum size needed; 
otherwise the drill point was significantly 
off or pin(s) were left untouched]. 

Figure 5 shows the ideal drill job: There 
are no broken bits; the hole is ⅛"; the drill 
point was spot on; and the back of cylinder 
was not compromised.

Figure 5. This image shows the ideal drill job: There were no broken bits; there’s a 1⁄8" hole; the drill point was spot on; and the back of 
cylinder was not compromised.

Figures 3 and 4. After drilling a significant distance (4-6 chambers), put a piece of electrical tape on the bit right at the face of the core 
(image at left). Pull the bit out and gauge the length with the sample core (image at right).

Figure 3 Figure 4

Here are the tools you’ll need for the 
first method:

 � Drill of your choice
 � 1⁄8" drill bit (the sharper, the better)
 � Automatic center punch (optional)
 � Tool of your choice to grab and pull 

the core

Tool Time
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Figure 6. This second method begins almost the same as the first, 
except the position of the drill point is moved up slightly to the 
absolute center of the core’s top half.

Figures 8 and 9. The core and face are separated. All of the damage to the body of the core was kept above the control lug and shallow 
enough to never hit any pins.

Figure 7. The core has been attacked by both drill bits.

method 2:  
Drill & Decode
This second method begins almost the same 
as the first, except the position of the drill 
point is moved up slightly to the absolute 
center of the core’s top half (Figure 6).

The next step is to chuck the ½" drill bit 
and begin drilling at the mark, but first the 
goal needs to be understood. This method 
is to drill and remove the core to decode 
the control key, so not a single pin can be 
damaged. The control lug cannot be dam-
aged either — otherwise, shimming will 
become virtually impossible. The goal is 
to remove the core’s face to expose the 
control lug, after which the control sheer 
line is shimmed from the front using a 
cylinder shim and hook pick. I will ex-
plain this in detail later, but the primary 
thing to keep in mind at this step is to not 
drill too deep.

The ½" drill bit almost covers the entire 

top half of the core. (Note: The bit can-
not have a pilot tip; otherwise, the bit will 
drill too far prior to creating the desired 
crater size.)

The bit needs to drill far enough to discon-
nect the face from the body, but once again 
not too far to hit the pins (about 3�32" deep). 
The ½" bit will not complete this job alone. 
After making a nice crater in the core, use 
the ⅛" bit and drill on the crater’s left and 
right sides. It won’t take much effort for the 
bit to penetrate the face. Stop drilling that 
particular hole when this happens, or if it 
appears to have drilled far enough. 

Figure 7 shows the core after it has been 
attacked by both drill bits. Notice the three 
divots made by the ⅛” bit. This amount will 
be different depending on the core and the 
drill points. There can be more if desired, 
but keep these drill points above the center 
line of the original mark; otherwise, the bit 
may damage the control lug.

This next step is not easy to describe but 

will make sense when executed. After the 
core looks similar to the one shown in Figure 
7, use a nail set and a hammer to attack the 
⅛" drill points. Do not hammer the nail set 
into the body of the core — attack the face 
laterally. The face will begin to break free 
from the core. Take the nail set or a scribe, 
and start prying underneath the face. This 
can prove to be extremely cumbersome and 
will require patience, but the face will even-
tually disconnect (Figures 8 and 9). 

Here are the tools you’ll need for the 
second method:

 � Drill of your choice
 � ½" & 1⁄8" drill bits (no pilot tip for the 

½" bit)
 � Automatic center punch (optional)
 � Hammer and standard nail set
 � Cylinder shim

Tool Time
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Bottom Pins Top Pins
.1100" 0  .0250" 2
.1225" 1  .0375" 3
.1350" 2  .0500" 4
.1475" 3  .0625" 5
.1600" 4  .0750" 6
.1725" 5  .0875" 7
.1850" 6  .1000" 8
.1975" 7  .1125" 9
.2100" 8  .1250" 10
.2225" 9  .1375" 11
   .1500" 12
   .1625" 13
   .1750" 14
   .1875" 15
   .2000" 16
   .2125" 17
   .2250" 18
   .2375" 19

Figure 10. The core has been fully shimmed and rotated.

All of the damage to the body of the core 
was kept above the control lug and shallow 
enough to never hit any pins. With the con-
trol lug exposed, take a cylinder shim and 
a hook pick to shim the control sheer line. 
Once all six or seven pins are shimmed, take 
any flat object and rotate the plug to remove 
the core (Figure 10). 

calculating the control Key
Now that the core has been removed with 
no damaged pins, the control key can be 
decoded. (Note: This decoding process is 
for the A2 System.)

Carefully evict each chamber one at a 
time, keeping all the pins in order. (I will 
not go into depth on this step, as basic SFIC 
knowledge is assumed). With all pins safely 
on a workbench or pin tray, separate the 
driver pins (top pins) from the bottom, mas-
ter (if applicable) and control pins. Do not 
toss them aside; just move them out of the 
way, maintaining their order to visually help 
the decoding process.

Get out a pad of paper and a pen, and 
measure each pin with a caliper, taking note 
of each measurement in inches. Ignore the 
driver pins. After all measurements have 
been taken, convert the size of the pins 
from inches to their respective pin size. 
Keep in mind that with any pin tumbler, 
pins (mostly bottom pins) will typically be 

shallower than their original factory size 
due to wear. Compensation will be needed 
when converting. Use the conversion chart 
on this page.

Calculate each chamber separately. To re-
trieve the control key bitting, add all the pins 
together (remember to ignore the driver pin) 
and subtract 10. For example: If the bottom 
pin was a 3 (.1475"), the master pin was a 4 
(.0500"), and the control pin was a 9 (.1125"), 
they would add up to a total of 16. Subtract 
10, and the result is a 6-depth cut for that 
chamber. Remember that there will always 
be a bottom and control pin; however, the 
amount of master pins will vary.

There is a faster way to calculate the con-
trol key, and that is by solely using the driver 
pins. I do not recommend this method be-
cause if the core was pinned improperly, the 
math to calculate the control key will be off. 
The chances of improper driver pins are slim, 
but not bulletproof. Remember that each pin 
stack needs to add up to 23 when pinning a 
core, but all keys will still operate properly 
even if a driver pin is the wrong size. This is 
why I prefer the initial method to this faster 
but riskier method.

To calculate using the driver pins, take 
the measurement of each driver pin and 
convert them to their pin sizes. Subtract 
the pin size from 13, and the result is the 
depth of the cut. For example: If the driver 

pin is a 7 (.0875"), subtract 7 from 13 and 
the result is a 6. To reiterate: this method 
is much faster, but the driver pin needs to 
be correct.

This drill-and-decode method will typi-
cally not be used, as it takes much longer 
to execute. However, if a job requires that 
a fair amount of cores need to be drilled — 
and it’s already known that the lost control 
key operated all of the cores — this method 
will be beneficial. Not only will the labor 
be reduced, but also only one core will be 
sacrificed. 

Prior to diving into lock-
smithing, Phil Domenici’s 
career path was headed in 
the direction of computer 
sciences with a focus in 
network security. After 
much of his childhood and 
teenage years, his love for 
computers was exhausted 
— and after a single semi-
nar of picking locks, he was 

hooked onto his current (and only) career. He has 
worked as a professional locksmith for five years 
and has been employed in Virginia, Hawaii and Cali-
fornia while learning and practicing almost all areas 
of locksmithing, including commercial, residential, 
automotive, access control and safes.

Conversion Chart
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n the quotidian grind of the lock shop, 
we should occasionally stop to entertain the 
obvious. First, code and duplicating key 
machines should be as accurate as possible. 

Second, customers bring non-original keys 
to us for duplication, and we are constantly 
telling them that the duplicate may not work 
because of the condition of the sample.

Machine adjustment is not always easy. 
Many of us have relied on how the key feels 
in the cylinder, and there is certainly some-
thing to that as part of the test. 

While I worked at Kaba when it was in 
Southington, CT, I had the luxury of a large, 
floor-model optical comparator. We used 

When it comes to cutting keys,  
spacing is as important as depth —  

perhaps more. 
By Jerome V. Andrews, CML
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Jerome V. Andrews, CML, 
has been a locksmith since 
1968. He is the author of Fun-
damentals of Master Keying, 
published by ALOA, and he 
taught master keying and 
ICore for almost 20 years. 
Formerly with Kaba Corpo-
ration, he works for DORMA 
Architectural Hardware 
from his home in Cleveland, 

providing support to technical services, master key-
ing, product management and engineering.

it to make sure Peaks keys were accurate, 
and to check samples from the field. I was 
surprised to learn how forgiving some cyl-
inders were and how much play some ma-
chines had.

Measuring cut root depth is relatively easy, 
although it takes some practice to become 
consistent with a caliper. But absent some 
kind of comparator, measuring spacing is 
extremely hard. Trying to eyeball down the 
pin chamber is unhelpful. 

There is a small tool I’ve dubbed a “check 
plug” that I’ve found useful (see Figure 1). 
Mill away the center of a plug of a keyway 
of your choice. I think it best to select some-
thing for which the spacing is especially 
sensitive. Leave the ends intact to support 
the key, and only cut partway into the pin 
chambers to retain the pins. Even OEM plugs 
may be slightly off print. When making a 
check plug, always use an OEM cylinder and 
inspect it with a factory cut key before using 
it to adjust machinery. Don’t be ashamed to 
use a magnifying glass.

The check plug can be used to determine 
how far off the spacing is on a machine and 
to confirm the accuracy of a final adjust-
ment. Make a key and pin the plug to it. 
Closely examine it to see exactly where the 
bottoms of the pins are resting when the 
key is stopped.

In Figure 2, the pins are riding up the sides 
of the cuts. In Figure 3, the pins are at the 
cut’s extremity, just about to start riding up 
the sides. We want to see the pins centered 
on the cut roots (Figure 4). 

If you make a few check plugs in common 
keyways like Schlage C and Kwikset, they 

Figure 1. You can make a check plug by milling away the center of the plug. Use the 
check plug to determine how accurate the spacing is on your code machine and to con-
firm the accuracy of a final adjustment.

Figure 2. The pins are riding up the sides of the cuts. The cut centers are too close to the 
bow stop.

Figure 3 Figure 4

Figures 3 and 4. At left, the pins are at the extremity of the root. At right, the pins are 
centered in the cut roots.

can be used to show a customer why duplica-
tion of a poor sample is risky or impractical.

Sometimes a technician will alter the 
depth adjustment of a code machine when 
the problem is really the spacing. This will 
cause problems cutting other types of keys.

It is important to know where a hole is 
to be dug before you start digging. Get the 
spacing right first, then adjust the depth. 

“It is important to know 
where a hole is to be dug 
before you start digging. 
Get the spacing right first, 
then adjust the depth.”
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ChOOSiNg 
ThE Right  
ElEctRonic 
PrOduCTS 
Look for these product 
features to make your 
transition to electronic 
access control easier 
and more profitable. 
By Rick Shuford, CRL

Figures 1 and 2. At right is a side view 
of a lock cutaway showing Kaba Access 
Control’s LectroBolt mounting screw; 
above is the LectroBolt, which eliminates 
the risk of pinching wires during installa-
tion, according to the company.
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Let’s face the facts: The days 
of installing Grade 3 locksets and 
deadbolts are coming to an end, 
especially with big-box hardware 

stores selling inexpensive locksets. Lock-
smiths should consider a different approach 
and branch out into specialty fields, such as 
standalone electronic access control locks. 
Creating a niche in your region could actu-
ally save you time and money compared to 
traditional locksmithing. 

If you choose the right model, you can in-
stall electronic access control just as easy as 
you’ve installed the mechanical pushbutton 
locks that have been around since the mid 
’60s. Electronic pushbutton/card locks are 
available in a wide variety of flavors, and 
there are off-the-shelf models to satisfy vir-
tually any customer requirement. 

Pushbutton locks as a whole were designed 
as a convenience lock — not to replace the 
key override but to eliminate the need for 
key distribution. It remains a good idea to 
install a key override in any pushbutton 
electronic lock as an emergency backup.  

Buying Considerations
Price. Price is a good starting place, but 
locksmiths should always research and com-
pare features and benefits prior to making 
a final decision on what brand and type of 
electronic access control lock to install. Of 
course, you’ll also have to take into account 
the customer’s specific application, which 
varies from job-to-job. 

Installation. Also consider the in-
stallation time required for the various 
models. Features that save you time in 
the field make your business more profit-
able. For example, standalone access con-
trol locks that don’t have wiring routed 
through the door make more sense. One 
product series uses an insulated stainless 
steel bolt that transfers the power from 
the power supply through the door to the 
electronic module, thus eliminating call-
backs due to pinched or damaged wires. 
It’s as easy to install as a mechanical lock 
(see Figures 1 and 2).

Flexibility. Likewise, you’ll save time and 
frustration if you don’t have to purchase 
additional components to accommodate 
different door thicknesses. Choose a lock 
that can accommodate thicknesses rang-
ing from 1⅜" to 2¼" without the necessity 
to purchase additional components, and 
you’ll be in good shape. 

Spare parts. Also verify that there are 
adequate spare accessories included with 
the lock. The better manufacturers offer a 
selection of hardware in the box to accom-
modate most standard application require-
ments, and include a variety of tailpieces 
for cylindrical units. This is an important 
consideration to ensure the lock will meet 
the requirements for the end user’s existing 
master key system. Most manufacturers re-
quire you to use their specific tailpiece, so 
make sure they are supplied in the box at 
no additional cost.  

Figure 3. 
Besides instal-
lation and 
mechanical fea-
tures, also look 
for electronic 
features such 
as battery-free 
operation; 
programming at 
the lock or via 
software; and 
full audit trail 
capability.

Rating. I recommend that you stick with 
BHMA Certified Grade 1 locks that meet 
the UL 3-hour fire rating. Keep in mind 
that you’ll be able to accommodate more 
customers if you choose a model series that 
offers cylindrical, mortise and exit trim lock-
ing device options, as well as a standalone 
controller option. For models with audit 
trail, make sure the use of the mechanical 
key override is detected, and shown in the 
audit trail report. 

Electronic Features
Moving beyond installation and mechanical 
features, there are also some advantageous 
electronic features that I strongly suggest 
you consider.

No batteries required. The first is a stand-
alone electronic pushbutton lock that uses 
PowerStar technology, which does not re-
quire any batteries. Each time the lever is 
rotated, power is generated and stored in 
the lock to operate it when a code is entered. 
These units can be programmed at the lock, 
or by using software. They allow full audit 
trail capability, including the key override 
function. Now that’s progress, in today’s 
energy efficient and “green” environment 
(Figure 3).
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No wires required. There are also stand-
alone electronic locks that can be upgraded 
to operate wirelessly. When deciding on a 
wireless access control system, look closely 
at how the product operates. Does the ex-
isting lock hardware need to be replaced, 
or can a simple add-on wireless component 
be installed to the existing lock hardware? 
Is the wireless system totally wireless, or 
is “hidden” wiring needed for the system 
to operate? Does the wireless system take 
up bandwidth on the customer’s network 
(Figures 4 and 5).

Card access. More recently, card access 

has become widely used on standalone elec-
tronic access control locks because the cost 
per door is less than a typical wired door, 
and less hassle to install in many applica-
tions. When it comes to card access, con-
sider selecting a lock that allows the enroll-
ment of cards with or without the use of 
software. Some manufacturers offer card 
enrollment manually at the lock, with no 
software whatsoever. 

Keep in mind there are a variety of dif-
ferent credentials in use in the market-
place. You don’t have to be an expert on 
the credentials; you just have to match 
the type of credential being used with the 
capabilities of the lock you choose. The 
ideal is to choose a manufacturer that has 

one system that works with a wide range 
of credentials to minimize the learning 
curve even more. The most popular cre-
dentials in use today are HID PROX cards, 
DESFire, Mifare, iClass and FIPS 201 card 
credentials (Figure 6).

FIPS 201. If you’re not familiar with FIPS 
201 cards, I’ll give you a brief introduction. 
There are approximately six million FIPS 
(Federal Information Processing Standards) 
201 Cards in use today. The numbers con-
tinue to grow as the cards are mandated for 
virtually all U.S. government personnel, 
from the military to the Social Security Ad-
ministration, as well as many government 
contractors. 

When choosing a lock for these applica-
tions, select one that supports PIV (Per-
sonal Identity Verification) and the 80-digit 
CHUID (Card Holders Unique Identifier), 
in lieu of just the 40 digit FASCAN (Federal 
Agency Smart Credential Number) num-
ber. With government facilities and our 
military’s security at risk, why even consider 
installing a lock that does not comply with 
the entire FIPS 201 Standards Mandatory 
PIV requirements?  

Maintenance. As you narrow down your 
product decision, don’t overlook mainte-
nance. When situations call for a battery-
powered lock, consider the life expectan-
cy of the batteries, as some products use 

Figures 4 and 5. Some electronic access 
control products can be upgraded to 
operate wirelessly with a simple add-on 
component.

“The days of installing 
Grade 3 locksets and 

deadbolts are coming to  
an end, especially with  

big-box hardware stores 
selling inexpensive 

locksets.”
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“If you can install and 
program a lock in less than 

15 minutes as opposed 
to an hour, your return 

investment for labor will 
add increased profits 
to your bottom line.”

Figure 6. You don’t have to 
be an expert on the various 
available credentials; just 
match the type of credential 
used with the capabilities of 
the lock you choose.

power much more efficiently than others. 
Today, certain locks can provide 180,000 
to 220,000 cycles between battery changes. 
You’ll also want to verify that if there’s an 
electronic failure or the batteries die, the 
lock will remain functional with the key 
override function. 

Additional Considerations
It is more difficult to generate profits in to-
day’s economic uncertainty, so I encourage 
you to check all the features before placing 
an order. If you can install and program a 
lock in less than 15 minutes as opposed to 
an hour, your return investment for labor 
will add increased profits to your bottom 
line and put more money in your pocket. 

From the support side, how well does a 
manufacturer train and support the lock-
smith? Is training taught by a salesman or 
marketing representative, or do they have 
a dedicated trainer who is a certified and 
experienced locksmith?  How well does 
the manufacturer support the locksmith 
through their technical support staff?  Con-
sider all points before selecting your stand-
alone electronic access control lock. 

I have installed most locks on the market 

today, and although most have a few good 
features, select the lock for all the right rea-
sons rather than basing your decision strictly 
on price. The final decision is yours to make 
— choose wisely! You wouldn’t purchase a 
duplicator or code machine primarily on 
the purchase price without researching the 
features and benefits, so why should you 
consider doing this with electronic access 
control locks?

Most locksmiths are creatures of habit and 
are not too receptive to change. We tend to 
think that today’s standalone electronic ac-

cess control locks are difficult and require 
electrical license. Thinking in this fashion 
can only end up costing you lost opportu-
nities and money. My grandfather taught 
me that tying your shoe is hard — until 
you learn how. If you don’t believe this, ask 
a three year old. 

Locks are the same way. If you think they 
are complex, it’s because you haven’t taken 
the time to research the product and be-
come properly trained. Most local locksmith 
associations offer some type of training 
throughout the year. ALOA does a wonder-
ful job offering a great selection of training 
at their annual locksmith convention. If 
you’ve never been to an ALOA convention, I 
highly recommend participating at the next 
one. Trust me; you will not be disappointed 
with the level of training and information 
you’ll receive. 

Rick Shuford, CRL, is the 
product trainer for Kaba 
Access Control.
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Back to Basics

Handy Hints
Check out these tips for everything from mark-
ing doorframes for cylindrical lock strike place-
ment to fitting cylindrical locks on thick doors.  
By Tony Wiersielis, CPL

O
ne thing I’ve learned about this business is that you never stop learn-
ing about it. There’s always something new coming out or something old that you 
might not have seen before. As your experience grows, so does your confidence 
and ability to figure out the new and unfamiliar.

Experience, however, takes time — sometimes years. This issue I’d like to pass along some 
helpful hints. These are things I’d point out to a beginner if he were following me from job 
to job. My explanations are aimed at apprentices, but the more experienced among you 
might find a number of things useful as well.

I am fortunate in that I come in contact with locksmiths from other parts of the country 
and pick up different things from them. I also spend a lot of time on construction sites and 
pick up a great deal of knowledge from other trades, particularly carpenters. For example, 
I recently found the perfect tool bag being carried by a young electrician. He let me look 
it over, I bought one, and I love it. Don’t be afraid to ask questions of other trades and ex-
change ideas with them. 

General Tips
1. Use the latch as a guide. The latch on a lock will determine where the door sits against 
the stop molding. When doing a new installation on a blank door or one with pre-drilled 
holes, always install the knob first. This way, a properly installed knob and strike will hold 
the door in the frame where it needs to be. When you mark the frame for your deadbolt 
strike, you won’t have any issues with alignment. When the door latches, your deadbolt 
will go cleanly into its strike.

2. Keep spare cut keys. If you’re doing a lot of rekeying on the road, keep pairs of cut 
keys on your truck for the brands you use most. Also make up a few sets of three, four and 
five keys per set. If you’re doing an emergency rekey at night and the customer needs four 
keys, you’ll already have a set made up.

3. Keep spare parts. Be on the lookout for spare parts that may get you out of a jam. 
Sometimes when you replace locks for customers, they’ll ask you to dispose of the old ones. 
Before doing so, see if there are any serviceable parts you can use: cylinder set screws from 
mortise locks, Schlage cylinder caps, tailpieces and those little pins and spring that hold 
the caps in place. 

If it’s something that’s easily lost or broken, collect a few of them and keep them in a little 
“oops” box. That box may save you if you drop a spring in the grass at 9 p.m. and can’t find 
it. Just remember not to take any old locks without the customer’s permission.

4. Keep your bearings. When installing a high-security deadbolt that comes with 

ball bearings to protect from drilling at-
tacks on the screws, the bearings are easy 
to lose. After you put the bearings in the 
screw holes, try putting a drop of white 
glue in after them. You could also use a 
dab of grease applied with a toothpick 
into the hole. This will help prevent the 
bearings from falling into the door when 
assembling the lock.

5. Keep a tap and die set. Have extras of 
the following sizes: 6-32, 8-32, 10-32, 10-24, 
12-24, and ¼-20. You never know when you 
may need to tap holes for an installation. 
Learn how to use them and practice on a 
piece of ⅛" brass or steel. Remember that 
taps are hard, but brittle and easily broken.

6. Buy Allen 8-32 set screws for your 
“oops box.” These are used to replace the 
cylinder set screws in Adams-Rite alumi-
num door locks. You’ll find that the original 
screws, which require a small common or 
flat screwdriver, tend to break if they’re cor-
roded. By having these replacements ready, 
you won’t go nuts in the middle of the night. 
They are available at most hardware stores 
and home centers.

7. Save some unused screws from new 
lock installations. It’s not uncommon to 
open the box of a brand new lock and find 
the screw pack missing. Anticipate what 
you might need if this happens, and keep 
some spares.

8. Try a standard latch screw. If you 
drop one of the small faceplate screws from 
a mortise lock, you can use one of the stan-
dard latch screws from a cylindrical lock. 
Both are 8-32, and you may not have to cut 
them to use them. There’s not likely to be 
anything in the way inside the lock case, but 
check the lock’s function to be sure.

Handy Hints for Hole Saws 
There are a number of ways to mark your 
doorframe for cylindrical lock strike place-
ment. Some people use lipstick, or simple 
tools marking tools that come with instal-
lation jig kits. Probably the simplest method 
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I’ve ever seen is to use a 1" hole saw. There’s 
no extra tool to carry (and lose) since you 
already have one.

To do it, insert your pilot bit in the saw, 
but leave it loose. Stick the saw into your 
edge bore just enough to clear the edge of 
the door. Close the door, reach your fingers 
into the 2⅛" hole, and push the pilot bit into 
the frame. Give it a little twist and pull it 
back out. Now you have a dead-center mark 
for your strike.

You could also do it without the pilot bit 
by pushing the teeth of the bit against the 
frame and rotating the saw back and forth 
a few times. Sometimes this works better on 
a metal frame than the pilot bit. Obviously, 
don’t do this if the marks won’t be covered 
or removed during installation. Using this 
method works best when using an all-in-
one mandrel /saw set-up. If you don’t like to 
use this kind of hole saw on a regular basis, 
buy one to use only for marking strikes; you 
could always use it in a pinch.

Another trick with a 1" hole saw is used 
with a cylindrical lock boring jig. There 
will be times when you’re replacing an old 
deadbolt and find the original prep was 
not 2⅛". (A lot of older deadbolts use a 1½" 
hole instead. Some present-day deadbolts 
are meant for 2⅛" but can be adapted to an 
existing 1½" hole.)

If you must enlarge the hole to 2⅛" and 
you have a boring jig, you can use a 1" hole 
saw to help you line it up. To do this, insert 
your hole saw half way into the existing 
1" edge bore hole. Enlarge the hole if you 
need to first. Now slide your jig over the 
hole saw, butt it up against the door and 
tighten. Remove the hole saw and re-bore 
the cross bore to what you need it to be. This 
saves the trouble of eyeballing the edge bore 
hole through the jig and trying to line it up. 

Suppose you need to enlarge a hole and 
you don’t have a jig, or you can’t use one 
because of molding around a glass panel 
in the door. If you use all-in-one hole saws, 
in which the pilot bit can pass completely 

through the attached mandrel, you’re all set.
Let’s say you need to re-bore a 1½" hole 

to 2⅛". Take a 1½" hole saw and insert your 
pilot bit so that most of it sticks out of the 
mandrel (see Figure 1). Tighten it down, slide 
your 2⅛" hole saw over the top of the pilot 
bit, and tighten the setscrew down tight. 

As you can see in Figure 2, you’ve basi-
cally turned one hole saw into a pilot bit for 

another. This is a lifesaver when you need it 
and set it up with tools you already have. The 
only real drawback is that you might have to 
stop and tighten the setscrews while you’re 
drilling. Also, use a lower torque setting on 
your drill and take your time; there’s a lot of 
torque on the pilot bit. You can use this trick 
with any hole saw that fits inside another. 

It may seem that I’m biased toward a par-

Figures 1 and 2. If you need to re-bore a 1½" hole to 21⁄8", you can take a 1½" hole saw 
and insert your pilot bit so that most of it sticks out of the mandrel. Tighten it down, 
slide your 21⁄8" hole saw over the top of the pilot bit, and tighten the setscrew. You’ve 
basically turned one hole saw into a pilot bit for another.
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ticular type of hole saw, and I am. If you’re 
using a different type, try this and see if you 
can set it up the same way if you need to. I 
call this “nesting” hole saws and may refer 
to it as such in future articles.

Counter-Boring
Once in awhile, you might find another 
reason to nest hole saws: counter-boring. 
Counter-boring, in this case, is when you 
take a cylindrical lock that has to be installed 
on an extremely thick door that it wouldn’t 
otherwise fit on. It is usually only done when 
there is an emergency or there is no other 
possible way to do the installation. It’s also 
something that’s only done when the cus-
tomer understands what you’re doing and 
why, and agrees with you. 

Let’s suppose you have a 2½" thick wooden 
door in a warehouse that’s been burglarized. 
The deadbolts you have only work on a door 
that’s 2" thick or less, and it’s the middle of 
the night. The owner is desperate, and no 
thick door pack screws and tailpieces are 
available.

Start with a basic 2⅛" prep for a cylindri-

cal lock. Measure the outside diameter of the 
lock (Figure 3). When you’ve done that, nest 
your 2⅛" hole saw inside one that’s slightly 
bigger than the lock’s diameter. In this ex-
ample, I’ll use a 2⅝" hole saw.

Since you know your lock will fit up to a 
2" door and your door is 2½", you need to 
adjust ½". Insert your pilot hole saw into 
the door. With the 2⅝" saw flat and straight 
against the door, slowly drill in a ¼". Do 
the same on both sides of the door. When 

you’re done, there will be a thin ring of wood 
around the 2⅛" hole.

Use a sharp chisel to make a few straight-
in cuts into the small ring. It should then 
be easy to chisel away the ring. Because 
it’s so thin, pieces should come off clean-
ly. Now you can install your lock as usual 
with its standard screw pack. The lock will 
be slightly inset into the door ¼" on both 
sides (Figure 4).

For beginners, a thick door kit or extended 
screw pack is usually available from lock 
manufacturers for use with their deadbolts. 
You get some extra-long screws and a longer 
tailpiece to make up for the thickness of the 
door. To avoid counter-boring like this, it 
would be a good idea to get a few of these 
screw packs for whatever brands you sell.

Some of you are undoubtedly thinking, 
“Why would he do something like that?” 
Well, the example above actually happened. 
In another instance, I had a customer who 
owned a small rehearsal studio that he rent-
ed out to musicians by the hour. Since they 
play rather loudly and he wanted to save his 
hearing, he soundproofed as best he could, 

“When installing a high-
security deadbolt that comes 
with ball bearings to protect 
from drilling attacks on the 
screws, the bearings are 

easy to lose. After you put 
the bearings in the screw 
holes, try putting a drop of 
white glue in after them.”
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Figures 3 and 4. Start with a basic 21⁄8" prep for a cylindrical lock. Measure the outside diameter of the lock. Nest your 21⁄8" hole saw 
inside one that’s slightly bigger than the lock’s diameter. With the 25⁄8" saw flat and straight against the door, drill in a ¼" on both sides 
of the door. After chiseling away the small ring of wood, you can install your lock as usual with its standard screw pack. 
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with this. You need to be able to turn the 
key and the thumb turn. Second, by neces-
sity you are exposing bare wood that might 
be visible around the edge of the cutout. A 
dark-colored wood stain in a pen type ap-
plicator can help camouflage this. Third, 
you need the larger hole saw for this to be 
viable. Fourth, test this out by doing it on 
a piece of 2x6. Finally, be thinking about 
where your latch or bolt needs to be placed. 

If it’s a thick door and corresponding 
frame, as in my first example, the bolt needs 
to be dead center on the door edge. If your 
door is standard 1-3/4” and something has 
been added to one side of it (like the sheet-
rock in my second example), the bolt needs 
to be dead centered on the door, not the 
material attached to it. 

A Helping Hand
Figure 5 shows a tool I made to assist with 
panic bar repairs. It consists of a magnetic 
tool bar and some wire. I bought the mag-
netic tool bar at home depot for less than 
$20, and the wire was left over from a job. 
Figure 6 is a close-up of the bar’s end and 
one of its mounting holes with the wire at-
tached. You can use any magnet, as long as 
it’s strong enough, and something other than 
wire if you want. Put thin masking tape on 
the magnet bar to keep it from scratching 
the paint while you use it.

Figure 7 shows the tool in use, holding up 
the panic bar so the end cap bracket can be 
marked and drilled. Where this tool really 
shines is when you need to work on a panic 
bar wired through the door to its outside 
trim. Use the tool to hold up the bar while 
you work so you don’t have to worry about 
accidently dropping it or breaking the wires. 

You might be thinking, “Sure, have you got 
a magnet that sticks to wood?” No, but Figure 
8 shows something you can use on wood or 
aluminum doors. This is one of those instant 
coat hooks that hang over the top of your 
door; it will accomplish the same thing. All 
you need is rope, wire or some sort of strap.

including a double layer of sheetrock on 
the inside of the doors. Using this method, 
I was able to quickly and easily counter-bore 
through the sheetrock and install the lock 
to his satisfaction.

In all, I may have done this a dozen times 

in more than 25 years. It’s not something I 
make a habit of doing, and you might never 
be in this situation — but it’s good to know 
and can get you out of a jam. 

There are several points to remember. 
First, there’s a limit to how deep you can go 

Figures 5 and 6. This tool for panic bar repairs consists of a magnetic tool bar and some 
wire. I bought the magnetic tool bar at home depot for less than $20, and the wire was 
left over from a job.

Figure 7. The tool holds up the panic bar 
so the end cap bracket can be marked and 
drilled. 

Figure 8.  Try using an instant coat hook 
on wood or aluminum doors. 
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More Hints 
Figure 9 shows a door dolly for moving heavy 
doors without killing yourself. You’ll need 
two. Use them by laying the door edge in 
the slot, with one dolly at either end.

Here’s another tip: Keep a handcuff key on 
your key ring. This isn’t so you can practice 
being Houdini; there’s a practical use for 
it. Figure 10 shows a small pin on the bow 
of the key. If you file this a little bit, you’ll 
have a miniature pin depressor, which you 
can use to remove most knobs and levers. 

IC Cores
One of the most frustrating things in this 
business is an interchangeable core mortise 

cylinder with a loose cam. This is especially 
true changing an IC on a cylinder that’s 
mounted sideways, such as an alarmed panic 
bar. As soon as you pull the old core, the cam 

drops out of position and won’t stay put if 
you put it back.

Figure 11 is a small-format IC cylinder 
wrench. Both ends of this tool have holes for 
the pins that the core fits over (Figure 12). 
The large end fills the cylinder core cavity 
and allows you to use the tool as a handle to 
install the cylinder. The small end acts the 
same way a core would, by allowing you to 
turn the cam or tailpiece as though you had 
a key. Just insert it in the cylinder and turn 
it to test the lock.

Here’s how to use it to hold a loose cam 
in place long enough to install your core: 
Put a dab of grease on the tool’s small end. 
Insert it into the cylinder and position the 

“Using this method,  
I was able to quickly  

and easily counter-bore  
through the sheetrock  

and install the lock  
to the customer’s 

satisfaction.”

Figure 9. Move a heavy door by laying it in the slot, with one dolly at either end.

Figure 10. By filing the small pin on a handcuff key’s 
handle, you can use it to remove most knobs and 
levers.
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Tony Wiersielis, CPL, has 
more than a quarter cen-
tury of experience, having 
worked in most phases of 
the trade throughout the 
New York metropolitan area.

pins (and the cam). When you pull out the 
tool, the pins should stay in place so you can 
install the core.

I like to use white lithium grease, which 
you should have on your truck anyway. In 
a pinch, you can also use Vaseline, which is 
also a lubricant. Use just a little; you don’t 
want the core loaded with grease.

You can find this tool at any decent sup-
plier. You can also use one of the small black, 
plastic thumb turns sometimes included 
with IC locksets. They’re just like the small 
end of the tool I explained above, but are left 
in locks during construction so the worker 
can get in and out without keys. They are 
often discarded when no longer needed, so 
they’re usually easy to get. The small anvil 
used for peening Best-style cams will also 
work. Both are illustrated in Figure 13.

For beginners: When installing cores, 
especially with mortise locks, don’t assume 
that the cam is in the proper position. Real-
ize that it can be 180 out of phase; in other 
words, the cam can be upside down. If you 
have one of these tools, use it to check the 
timing of the cam before installing it. The 
last thing you want to be is the locksmith 
who installed the core upside-down. 

By the way, if you’re wondering about 
that “perfect tool bag,” it’s made by Veto 
Pro Pac and can be found on Amazon, at 
most serious hardware dealers and at www.
vetopropac.com. 

Help ALOA Fight  the Scammers

Scammer locksmiths are a threat to our long-respected industry, undermining consumer  
confidence with their unethical acts.

The ALOA Locksmith Task Force is now leading the battle against these phony locksmiths.  
Join us in the fight by contributing to the fund to pursue legal action against the scammers. 

Every dollar counts — and every dollar will be used to stop the scammers. 

To make a contribution, visit www.ALOA.org/LegalFund or send your check  
made out to “ALOA Legal Fund” to ALOA, 3500 Easy St., Dallas, TX 75247.

“You might find another 
reason to nest hole 
saws: counter-boring.”

Figures 11 and 12. Both ends of this small-format IC cylinder wrench have holes for the 
pins that the core fits over. The large end, on the left, completely fills the cylinder core 
cavity and allows you to use the tool as a handle to install the cylinder.

Figure 13. You can hold a loose cam in place long enough to install your core by using 
either one of the small, black, plastic thumb turns sometimes included with IC locksets, 
or the small anvil used for peening Best-style cams.
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A Look at 
the Latest in 
Licensing
New Jersey seeks to streamline professional 
licensing; Washington’s bill stays on the  
agenda; Florida seeks to streamline in the sun. 
By Barry Roberts, Esq.

N
ew Jersey has a new bill that addresses professional licensing, includ-
ing locksmith licensing. While not specifically addressing locksmith licensing, 
A.B. 4384 intends to streamline reciprocity licensing; it lays out the process for 
reactivation of licenses that were placed in inactive status, and for reinstatement 

of licenses that expired and were administratively suspended. If passed into law, applicants 
seeking reinstatement of an administratively suspended license will be obligated to pay ad-
ditional fees. This bill requires the division to provide notice that explains inactive renewal 
and advises the licensee of the option to renew as inactive.

The bill replaces the current provision mandating that all those who were administra-
tively suspended for more than five years retake the initial licensing exam. If passed into 
law, the bill will go into effect six months following the date of passage. 

In Washington state, Senate Bill 5177 has been reintroduced and retained on the agenda. 
While this bill is technically a revision to already existing law dealing with licensing for 
other security professionals, this proposal would establish locksmithing as a profession re-
quiring licensing in the state of Washington if it is passed into law. 

This bill includes extremely broad language in the definition of “locksmith,” and includes such 
functions as accessing motor vehicles as part of that professional function and peripheral video 
and related electronic security devices within the licensing requirement. The bill broadly defines 
“lock” as “any mechanical, electromechanical, electronic, or electromagnetic device, including 
any peripheral hardware, such as closed circuit television systems, wireless or infrared trans-

mitters, card readers, keypads, or biometric 
scanners that are designed to control access 
or egress or to control the use of something.” 

Of note, unlicensed locksmithing is de-
fined as “unlawful” in the current version 
of the bill, but language defining the crim-
inality of unlicensed or fraudulent lock-
smithing is absent. Also notably absent are 
provisions dealing with fees; provisions 
dealing directly with the locksmith scam-
mer problem; enforcement provisions; a 
private right of action; false advertising and 
false representation of licensure provisions; 
as well as any language at all addressing the 
issue of licensure for employees or agents of 
licensed locksmiths. 

If passed into law, the additional provi-
sions addressing locksmith licensure will 
go into effect June 30, 2013. 

In Florida, H.B. 517 has been moved into 
the committee agenda for the Business 
and Consumer Affairs subcommittee. The 
purpose of this bill is to reduce and hope-
fully to streamline existing regulations. It 
revises continuing education requirements 
for reactivating license, certificate, or reg-
istration to practice certain professions 
and occupations regulated by Department 
of Business and Professional Regulation 
(DBPR) or board or council within that 
department, which includes electrical & 
alarm system contracting. 

Barry Roberts, Esq., is ALOA’s legislative consul-
tant. You can reach him at legislative@aloa.org.

“If passed into law, 
applicants seeking 

reinstatement of 
an administratively 

suspended license will 
be obligated to pay 

additional fees.”

LEGIsLatIon
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We’re Not 
Gonna 
Take it!
Education — along with cooperation and 
money — can help fight the scammers. 
By Jim Hancock, CAI, CML, CPS

W
e’re not gonna take it, 
No, we ain’t gonna take it
We’re not gonna take it
Anymore

Yes, I am quoting Twisted Sister. For those on either side of the Baby Boomer era, they 
were what was referred to in the ’80s as a “hair metal” band. And no, I am not quoting 
them on the Education page because we are doing music history this month. I am quoting 
them because these lyrics should be the sentiment of every professional locksmith when 
it comes to competing with unethical, unscrupulous and uneducated people invading 
our industry.

To get these people on the run is going to 
take several things. It certainly is going to take 
and has taken time. Sadly, that is a reality and 
nothing can be done about that. 

It is going to take cooperation — coopera-
tion between all of us in the industry and the 
legal community that can and will help us rid 
ourselves of the problem.

Yes, it is going to take money. There is noth-
ing worth having or fighting for or against that 
does not have a price. Again, though it would 
be nice to know, we do not know what the 
price tag for this fight is going to ultimately 
be. I assure you whatever the cost, it will be 
less than the losses we suffered as an industry 
to this element.

And finally, it is going to take education. 
Not just any training but real hands-on, get-

dirty-and-learn classes. Classes that lead to 
a professional certification achieved through 
knowledge as well as performance. Begin-
ning in 2012, your ALOA education de-
partment is going to be introducing new 
specialty certifications that will not only 
require classroom training and a written 
testing, but many will require hands-on 
testing as part of the examination. 

It is the professionalism of the techni-
cians in the industry that will ultimately 
separate the good guys from the bad guys. It 
is through this revamped training and cer-
tification of the new ALOA that we hope to 
bring forth more of the good guys. 

So no, we’re not gonna take it anymore. 
Let the new ALOA show you what we can 

do — for you.
Now where was I?
Feelings, nothing more than feelings … 

Oh, heck no! 

Jim Hancock ALOA’s education manager, began 
his locksmithing career at the age of eight in his 
grandfather’s lock shop in Gulfport, Mississippi. He 
has worked in every aspect of the business, from 
shop tech to mobile tech to operations management. 
In 2003 and 2009, he was presented with the ALOA 
ACE Award as Instructor of the Year. You can reach 
him at jim@aloa.org or (214) 819-9733.

“ALOA is introducing new 
specialty certifications 

that will require classroom 
training, written testing 
and hands-on testing.”
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Locksmith 
task force

How We’ll 
Win the 
Battle 
Here’s what you can do to help fight the  
scammers plaguing our industry. 
By Mike Bronzell

T
wenty-one years ago I started out in the locksmith industry. I was as 
brand new as they come. 

I was basically a self-starter. I joined the two local associations, where I was able 
to make industry contacts with fellow locksmiths, manufacturers and distributors. 

Even more important was the knowledge available through classes and just talking to other 
locksmiths. I was able to learn amazing things to improve myself and my skills. I was able 
to take on even more things than I ever thought I was capable of. 

Over the years I was able to help solve many of my customers’ problems. I have always given 
my customers a fair price and honest estimates. Advertising was always competitive with the yel-
low book reps pushing larger ads. Regardless of what size ad one bought, we generally did quite 
well. Even through financially tough times, a locksmith could prosper. Yes, times were good.

I regret to say that times have now changed, and the locksmith industry is under siege by 
a well-organized group of criminal advertisers based out of Israel. These advertisers have 
flooded all of the business directories with hundreds of thousands of listings, most of which 
are fraudulent — they use fake addresses to crowd out the actual locksmiths in a geographi-
cal area. What is also disturbing is that the online listings are the worst. The online listings 
are even loaded with phony reviews to get a better ranking than the real locksmiths listed 
thereby, forcing them to the bottom of the list. The Internet is the new advertising front, 
and so far most of us are being outright slaughtered by criminal advertising.

Something that should have been done eight years ago has just been started, and that is 
ALOA’s locksmith task force. Better late than never I say. The task force will need the help 
of every locksmith reading this. 

First I have to say we need to clean our own ranks. Some of these criminals have infil-
trated our association and need to be identified, dealt with and expelled. The way these 
crooks operate is in direct conflict of our code of ethics.

We also need everyone to start researching what’s happening in their area (state, county, 
city, town). I would recommend that groups form in geographical areas to work together. 
One goal is to identify and document each and every listing we possibly can. I recommend 

a spreadsheet that lists information such as 
listed name, phone number, address listed, 
what directory listing was found, and what 
is actually at the address. By collectively 
gathering this info, we can more accurately 
show authorities the extent of the problem. 
Anyone who wants to help can contact me 
at keyman424@aol.com.

I’d also like to point out that your online 
listings may have been hijacked by these call 
centers. What this means is that they’re going 
online, switching out your phone number 
and putting in theirs, effectively stealing 
your identity and calls. This is not a mis-
take, and yes, they are targeting individual 
locksmiths and trying to force them out of 
business by putting the squeeze on them.

I would also like to thank Maverick Lock 
and Jim Heath for setting up the Maverick 
Lock/ALOA Task Force promo. This pro-
motion is aiming at raising $50,000 for 
the task force. I recommend that every-
one check out some of these deals, which 
will help raise money for the task force. 
The promo offers a complete Grade 1, 2 
& 3 lock hardware line that includes le-
ver sets, deadbolts, exit devices and door 
closers. More info can be obtained by call-
ing Maverick Lock at (877) 529-0729. Ask 
about the ALOA task force promo. Also, 
here is a link to the promo: http://www.
mavericklocks.com/ALOAPromo/Mav-
erick_ALOA_Task_Force_Promo.pdf 

Mike Bronzell is the chair-
man of the ALOA locksmith 
task force committee. He 
has been the owner of All 
Hour Locksmith in Chicago’s 
southwest suburban area 
since 1990. You can reach 
him at keyman424@aol.com 
and taskforce@yegg.info.

Help Fight Back!
To donate to the ALOA task force on-
line, please go to this link: https://se-
cure.piryx.com/donate/TkuChIQm/A
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AssociAte
membersAs of December 14, 2011

Distributors

ACCULOCK INC
Phone: 817-866-3918
Fax: 817-866-3497
www.acculock.com

Accredited Lock Supply Co
Phone: 800-652-2835
Fax: 201-865-2435
www.acclock.com

American Key Supply
Phone: 800-692-1898
Fax: 650-351-5973
www.americankeysupply.com

Boyle & Chase Inc
Phone: 800-325-2530
Fax: 800-205-3500
www.boyleandchase.com

Cook’s Building Specialties
Phone: 505-883-5701
Fax: 505-883-5704

Direct Security Supply, Inc.
Phone: 800-252-5757
Fax: 800-452-8600

Doyle Security Products
Phone: 800-333-6953
Fax: 612-521-0166
www.doylesecurity.com

Dugmore and Duncan, Inc.
Phone: 888-384-6673
Fax: 888-329-3846

E. L. Reinhardt Co., Inc.
Phone: 800-328-1311
Fax: 651-481-0166
www.elreinhardt.com

Easykeys.Com
Phone: 877-839-5390
Fax: 704-714-7400
www.easykeys.com

FJM Security Products
Phone: 800-654-1786
Fax: 206-350-1186

Fried Brothers Inc.
Phone: 800-523-2924
Fax: 215-627-2676
www.fbisecurity.com

H L Flake Co
Phone: 800-231-4105
Fax: 713-926-3399
www.hlflake.com

Hans Johnsen Company
Phone: 214-879-1550
Fax: 214-879-1520
www.hjc.com

Hardware Agencies, Ltd.
Phone: 416-462-1921
Fax: 416-462-1922
www.hardwareagencies.com

Howard Sales
Phone: 877-558-0222
Fax: 877-558-4222
www.howardsales.net

IDN Incorporated
Phone: 817-421-5470
Fax: 817-421-5468
www.idn-inc.com

Intermountain Lock & 
Security Supply
Phone: 800-453-5386
Fax: 801-485-7205
www.imlss.com

Jovan Distributors Inc
Phone: 416-288-6306
Fax: 416-752-8371
www.jovanlock.com

KeylessRide
Phone: 877-619-3136
Fax: 512-864-9452
www.keylessride.com

Lockmasters, Inc.
Phone: 859-885-6041
Fax: 859-885-1731
www.lockmasters.com

Locks Company
Phone: 800-288-0801
Fax: 305-949-3619
www.locksco.com

Locksmith Ledger 
International
Phone: 847-454-2700
Fax: 847-454-2759
www.lledger.com

MBA USA Inc
Phone: 859-887-0496
Fax: 859-887-9491
www.mbausa.com

McDonald Dash Locksmith 
Supply Inc
Phone: 800-238-7541
Fax: 901-366-0005
www.mcdonalddash.com

Midwest Keyless
Phone: 815-675-0404
Fax: 815-675-6484
www.yourkeylessremote.
com

Phoenix Safe International 
LLC
Phone: 765-483-0954
Fax: 765-483-0962
www.phoenixsafeusa.com

Security Distributors Inc
Phone: 800-333-6953
Fax: 612-524-0166

Southern Lock and Supply Co.
Phone: 727-541-5536
Fax: 727-544-8278
www.southernlock.com

Stone & Berg Wholesale
Phone: 800-225-7405
Fax: 800-535-5625

TimeMaster Inc
Phone: 859-259-1878
Fax: 859-255-0298
www.time-master.com

Turn 10 Wholesale
Phone: 800-848-9790
Fax: 800-391-4553
www.turnten.com

U.S. Lock Corp.
Phone: 800-925-5000

Fax: 800-338-5625
www.uslock.com

Zipf Lock Co
Phone: 614-228-3507
Fax: 614-228-6320
www.zipflockco.com

Manufacturers

A & B Safe Corporation
Phone: 800-253-1267
Fax: 856-863-1208
www.a-bsafecorp.com

A1 Security Mfg Corp.
Phone: 804-359-9003
Fax: 804-359-9415
www.demanda1.com

ABA Locks International 
Co. Ltd
Phone: 886-222-093124
Fax: 886-229-031942
www.abalocks.com

ABUS KG
Phone: 492-335-634151
Fax: 233-563-4130
www.abus.com

ABUS Lock Company
Phone: 623-516-9933
Fax: 623-516-9934
www.abuslock.com

ASSA Abloy Americas
Phone: 203-624-5225
www.assaabloy.com

ASSA High Security Locks
Phone: 800-235-7482
Fax: 800-892-3256
www.assalock.com

Adrian Steel Company
Phone: 800-677-2726
Fax: 517-265-5834
www.adriansteel.com

Advanced Diagnostics
Phone: 650-876-2020
Fax: 650-876-2022
www.adusa.us

Aeron Locks Ltd
Phone: 886-753-66910
Fax: 886-753-66920
www.mizlocks.com

Alarm Lock Systems Inc.
www.alarmlock.com 
Phone: 631-842-9400
Fax: 631-789-3383

American Security Products
Phone: 800-421-6142
Fax: 909-685-9685
www.amsecusa.com

Bianchi USA, Inc.
Phone: 800-891-2118
Fax: 216-803-0202
www.bianchi1770usa.com

Big Red Safe Locks
Phone: 541-533-2403
Fax: 541-533-2404
www.bigredsafelocks.com

CCL Security Products
Phone: 800-733-8588
Fax: 847-537-1800
www.cclsecurity.com

CODELOCKS Inc
Phone: 714-979-2900
Fax: 714-979-2902
www.codelocks.us

CR Laurence Co Inc
Phone: 800-421-6144
Fax: 800-262-3299
www.crlaurence.com

Cal-Royal Products Inc
Phone: 800-876-9258
Fax: 800-222-3316
www.cal-royal.com

CompX Security Products
Phone: 864-297-6655
Fax: 864-297-9987
www.compx.com

DETEX Corp
Phone: 800-729-3839
Fax: 830-620-6711
www.detex.com

Don-Jo Manufacturing, Inc.
Phone: 978-422-3377
Fax: 978-422-3467
www.don-jo.com

Door Controls International
Phone: 800-742-3634
Fax: 800-742-0410
www.doorcontrols.com

Doorking Inc
Phone: 800-826-7493
Fax: 310-641-1586
www.doorking.com

Dorma Architectural 
Hardware
Phone: 717-336-3881
Fax: 717-336-2106
www.dorma-usa.com

DynaLock Corp
Phone: 860-582-4761
Fax: 860-585-0338
www.dynalock.com

FireKing Security Group
Phone: 800-457-2424
Fax: 812-948-0205
www.fireking.com

Framon Manufacturing 
Company Inc
Phone: 989-354-5623
Fax: 989-354-4238
www.framon.com

HPC, Inc.
Phone: 847-671-6280
Fax: 847-671-6343
www.hpcworld.com

HY-KO Products Co.
Phone: 330-467-7446
Fax: 330-467-7442

Hayman Safe Company Inc
Phone: 407-365-5434
Fax: 888-320-2212
www.haymansafe.com

Hollon Safe
Phone: 888-455-2337
Fax: 866-408-7303
www.hollonsafe.com

Ingersoll Rand Security 
Technologies
Phone: 317-810-3230
Fax: 317-810-3989
www.schlage.com

Inkas Safe Mfg
Phone: 416-744-3322
Fax: 416-744-3535
www.inkas.ca

JMA USA
Phone: 817-385-0515
Fax: 817-701-2365
www.jmausa.com

Jet Hardware Mfg., Co.
Phone: 718-257-9600
Fax: 718-257-0973
www.jetkeys.com

KABA ILCO Corp.
Phone: 252-446-3321
Fax: 252-446-4702
www.kaba-ilco.com

KEY-BAK/West Coast Chain 
Mfg
Phone: 909-923-7800
Fax: 909-923-0024
www.keybak.com

Keybrid Inc
Phone: 718-956-1661
Fax: 718-956-3533
www.keybrid.com

Keytechnologies By MG LLC
Phone: 407-620-1787
transponderstore.com

LAB Security
Phone: 800-243-8242
Fax: 860-583-7838
www.labpins.com

LP International Inc/
Powermate Æ
Phone: 519-759-3292
Fax: 519-759-3298
www.powermate.info

Larco
Phone: 218-829-9797
Fax: 218-829-0139
www.Guardian2.com

LockPicks.Com/Brockhage 
Tools
Phone: 408-437-0505
Fax: 408-516-9642

Lucky Line Products, Inc.
Phone: 858-549-6699
Fax: 858-549-0949
www.luckyline.com

MARKS, U.S.A.
Phone: 516-225-5400
Fax: 516-225-6136
www.marksusa.com

MAS Intercom USA
Phone: 720-890-2996
Fax: 303-926-1697
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AssociAte members

www.masintercom.com

MPT Industries
Phone: 973-989-9220
Fax: 973-989-9234
www.mptindustries.com

MUL-T-LOCK USA, Inc
Phone: 800-562-3511
Fax: 973-778-4007
www.mul-t-lockusa.com

Mace Security International
Phone: 215-259-5667
Fax: 215-207-2361
www.mace.com

Mail Boss Locking Security 
Mailboxes
Phone: 425-284-0880
Fax: 425-284-0885
www.mailboss.net

Medeco Security Locks
Phone: 540-380-5000
Fax: 540-380-5010
www.medeco.com

Minute Key Inc
Phone: 800-539-7571
Fax: 720-379-7291
www.minutekey.com

National Auto Lock Service Inc
Phone: 650-875-0125
Fax: 650-875-0123
www.laserkey.com

Ningbo Lock Import & Export 
Co Ltd
Phone: 865-748-7513272
Fax: 865-748-7513477

Olympus Lock Inc
Phone: 206-362-3290
Fax: 206-362-3569
www.olympus-lock.com

Pacific Lock Company
Phone: 888-562-5565
Fax: 661-294-3097
www.paclock.com

Peterson Manufacturing
Phone: 585-264-1199
Fax: 585-586-0425

ROFU International Corp
Phone: 800-255-7638
Fax: 888-840-7272
www.rofu.com

Rutherford Controls Int’l Co
Phone: 519-621-7651
Fax: 519-621-7939
www.rutherfordcontrols.com

STRATTEC Security Corp.
Phone: 414-247-3333
Fax: 414-247-3564
aftermarket.strattec.com 
 

Sargent & Greenleaf, Inc.
Phone: 859-885-9411
Fax: 859-885-3063
www.sargentandgreenleaf.
com

Securifort Inc
Phone: 819-359-2226
Fax: 819-359-2218
www.securifort.com

Securitech Group Inc
Phone: 718-392-9000
Fax: 718-392-8944
www.securitech.com

Security Door Controls
Phone: 805-494-0622
Fax: 866-611-4748
www.sdcsecurity.com

Security Solutions
Phone: 405-376-1600
Fax: 405-376-6870
www.securitysolutions-usa.
com

Smart Key Inc
Phone: 905-820-2404
Fax: 905-820-0301

Stack-On Products Co
Phone: 847-526-1611
Fax: 847-526-6599
www.stack-on.com

Stanley Security Solutions 
Inc
Phone: 317-849-2250
Fax: 317-806-3797
www.stanleysecuritysolu-
tions.com

TAM Industries Inc
Phone: 787-761-8100
Fax: 787-760-2177
www.tamcor.com

The Delaney Co
Phone: 800-952-4430
Fax: 770-844-8658
www.delaneyinc.com

Townsteel, Inc.
Phone: 626-858-5080
Fax: 626-858-3393
www.townsteel.com

Trine Access Technology
Phone: 718-829-2332
Fax: 718-829-6405
www.trineonline.com

WB Keys
Phone: 818-626-8157
Fax: 818-626-8359
www.groovykeysusa.com

service 
organizations

Allstate Insurance Company
Phone: 847-551-2181
Fax: 847-551-4397
www.allstate.com

Allstate Roadside Services
Phone: 469-734-6632
Fax: 847-551-2280
www.allstateroadsideser-
vices.com

Chubb A UTC Fire & Security 
Co
Phone: 405-787-8444
Fax: 405-787-8882
www.chubbfs.com

Lockmasters Security 
Institute
Phone: 859-887-9633
Fax: 859-884-0810

Monitronics International
Phone: 800-490-0333
Fax: 972-620-5530
www.monitronics.com

Secure My Stuff Online
Phone: 816-842-3700
Fax: 816-471-1897
www.securemystuffonline.
com

MYRTLE BEACH, SOUTH CAROLINA     APRIL 30-MAY 5, 2
01

2

here’s no better way to shore up your success than by im-
mersing yourself in the education and networking opportuni-
ties available at SAFETECH 2012 — and there’s no better 
place to do it than the beautiful shores of Myrtle Beach, 

South Carolina. 
Get ready for a week of in-depth training, hands-on exposure 

to hundreds of the hottest new products, and networking events 
that bring together your colleagues, industry experts, suppliers 
and more. 

Don’t miss your chance to join countless other professionals 
from around the world by attending the industry’s premier event. 
You and SAFETECH 2012 — it’s a shore thing.

On the Waterfront
When business is done, it’s time for some fun in the sun! Myrtle 
Beach, a beautiful resort city situated along the stunning South 
Carolina coastline, is one of the country’s most popular destina-
tions — and for good reason. 

You’ll enjoy amusement and water parks, golf courses, nearly 
2,000 restaurants and the acclaimed Myrtle Beach Boardwalk. 

For details, visit www.savta.org or contact us at 800-
532-2562 or convention@savta.org.
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ClearStar
     Security
          Network

You need it When?
How about now!?  :-)

ALOA Membership!

www.clearstar.com / ALOA

Click here...

Another Special
Value-added Benefit to your

EmploymEnt

Locksmith Wanted for Counter 
Position
Where: Dixie Safe & Lock, 7920 Gulf 
Freeway, Houston, TX 77017. 713-643-5767.
Qualifications: At least 5 years of locksmith 
experience required. Must have or be able to 
secure state private security license.
Good pay and benefits.
Email resume to aggie@dixielock.com or fax 
to 713-643-2401. <2/12>

Locksmith/Locksmith Manager 
Wanted
Pop-A-Lock of Riverside, CA, a licensed 
and fast growing California Locksmith 
Company is seeking a highly motivated 
Locksmith/Locksmith Manager.  We are 
looking for a seasoned and well rounded 
Locksmith who enjoys the trade but not 
the burdens of running the entire business 
themselves. Successful candidate will pos-
sess good people skills, be a strong team 
leader and be proficient in all phases of 
commercial, residential and automotive 
Locksmithing.  Knowledge of safes is a 
plus.  Clean background, driving record and 
drug test is mandatory.  Vehicle and special 
tools are provided.  Pay is based on qualifi-

cations and may include personal commis-
sion, bonuses and/or a guarantee.  E-mail 
resumes to RiversideCA@PopALock.com or 
call 951-992-1096 9am – 5pm PST. <3/12>

Fast growing company in Northern 
Colorado
Locksmith needed for Commercial, Industrial 
work. We do Frames, doors & hardware 
Wholesale & retail, access control, install of 
all types of hardware. Salary negotiable.
Fred, F & C Door, Dorchek@aol.com <3/12>

For salE

Sunny Florida!! Contract Hardware, 
Door & Locksmith Business For Sale. 
(Central West Coast)
Owner stepping down after 43yrs in the 
Security Business. Many established 
accounts, both Customers & Vendors.
Many options available, from Inventory, to 
Vehicles, to a 3/2.5/pool/ House.
Pricing starts at $100K. Everything going at 
bargin prices. Serious inquiries Only, Please. 
Call Roger @ 727-789-6000 <3/12>

Schlage handheld code clippers
Excellent condition $450 or best offer 
Contact: Harvey Sass (708)755-5273 

harvey@elmerandson.com <3/12>

WantED to BUy

Wanted: Old Automotive key blanks
1930’s to 1960’s, Ford Motor, GM, Chrysler 
cars, Yale, Hurd, Briggs & Stratton etc. Will 
pay $2 each. Please email your list to dvoge-
lauto@aol.com or mail to 4779 Meadowlark 
Lane Dexter, Michigan 48130 <4/12>

ADvertiSer iNDex
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Industry
PERSPECTIVE

Q. Where do you believe that electronic 
access control (EAC) is headed for the 
locksmith inductry?
A. It’s certainly here to stay. There are so 
many additional features that electrome-
chanical products and systems offer the 
end user that a mechanical system can-
not provide. It’s better to adapt your busi-
ness model to what customers want to buy 
moving forward than to be dependent on 
selling products and services that are de-
clining in demand. 

Q. What challenges or hurdles does EAC 
present for locksmiths?
A. For locksmiths who have not made 
the transition yet, it is primarily a men-
tal hurdle. They may perceive EAC to be 
difficult or complicated, but it doesn’t 
have to be. For example, while many EAC 
products work with computer software, 
there are a variety of electromechanical 
products that don’t, or for which software 
is optional. Installation of an electrome-
chanical system can be as easy as instal-
lation of a mechanical lockset if you make 
smart product choices.

Q. What opportunities does EAC present 
for locksmiths?
A. In addition to keeping business that 
might be lost to other security profes-
sionals, EAC presents opportunities for 
locksmiths to get new business that tra-
ditionally would have gone to security 
system installers. This is because EAC 
solutions exist today that can deliver the 
same real-time functionality of a wired 
access control system without having to 
run wiring.

Locksmiths have an advantage here be-
cause they understand door preparation, 
door hardware and proper mechanical 
alignment better than security system in-
stallers. Regardless of the electronic features 

built into the electromechanical access 
control product, you still end up retracting 
a mechanical latch in most instances, and 
locksmiths are the experts here.

Q. Why do you believe many locksmiths 
have been slow to get into EAC?
A. I sense that some believe it’s too compli-
cated, but often they haven’t even given it 
a chance. Or maybe they’ve tested the wa-
ters, but the products they tried to install 
were too complicated — for example, they 
involved routing wires through the door, 
which is not necessary — so they gave up. 
Locksmiths must recognize that as EAC 
grows, opportunities for strictly mechani-
cal applications will decrease. Some are just 
hoping to hang on to what they can get in a 
shrinking product category.

Unfortunately, there will be fewer op-
portunities for the services they pro-
vide. It will be similar to other profes-
sions that were phased out by advances 
in technology. 

Q. What are some exciting new technolo-
gies in EAC that locksmiths should know 
about?
A. The really great news is that it has never 
been easier to make the transition to elec-
tronic access control. For instance, a res-
taurant wanted pushbutton access control 
on the back door so that when employees 
went outside for a smoke break or to take 
out trash, the door could remain closed and 
locked without each employee needing a 
mechanical key to get back in. The owner 
did not want to have to run wires to the 
door or use batteries. They installed Kaba’s 
E-Plex 2000 with Powerstar Technology, 
an electronic lock that requires no wires or 
batteries. Up to 100 unique codes can be 
installed in the lock at any given time, and 
each time a code is entered, it is recorded 
in the lock memory. 

For an insider’s perspective on 
electronic access control, we 
spoke with Mark Allen, the 
marketing manager for Kaba 
Access Control in Winston-
Salem, N.C.

“Adapt to What 
Customers 
Want” 
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